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A low-cost mobile robot, OpenDani, is re-designed and built to serve as a research 
platform capable of autonomous tasks. A self-contained, open-source design is sup-
ported by the single-board computer mounted atop the robot. Low-cost sensors are 
integrated into the robot communication network to achieve online obstacle avoid-
ance (OA). The mobile system is compared to its previous, non-autonomous design 
to highlight an elevated level of autonomy. An experimental analysis is performed 
to define a relationship between components of the OpenDani design and the safe 
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The objective of this work is to introduce a low-cost, accessible design of a dif-
ferential drive robot (DDR) research platform, the OpenDani. The improved design
addresses shortcomings in a previous non-autonomous design to achieve elevated
autonomy. Then, a safety analysis is conducted on the OpenDani while under a
LIDAR-based obstacle avoidance functionality. The goal of this analysis is to relate
software and hardware design choices to the safe operation of the robot.
1.2 Motivation and Justification
Autonomous mobile robots have become a popular research platform within
the robotics field. This research is largely motivated by a push towards the mass
deployment of autonomous vehicles (AVs). Companies such as Cruise, Tesla, and
Waymo lead these efforts. It is projected that AVs may occupy 2% of light vehicle
sales by 2030 [7]. For perspective, electric vehicles made up 1.1 % of light vehicle
1
sales in 2018 [7]. Additionally, small-scale autonomous mobile robots are in popular
demand for a variety of applications such as dine-in delivery services, warehouse
automation, and healthcare assistance, especially during the recent global COVID-
19 pandemic [8, 9, 10]. As autonomous mobile systems increase their presence in
society, it is crucial to understand the safe operation of these robots in the real
world. Defining the safe operation of autonomous vehicles, especially in the vicinity
of human-operated systems, continues to be an open and challenging research task.
The process for defining the safe operation of mobile robots must be rooted in the
analysis of the robot design itself as it pertains to expected functionalities of the
robot within a given context (i.e. warehouse processing, on-road driving).
Determining safety during operation of a mobile robot relies on several com-
ponents of the system. These components include the algorithms providing auton-
omy to the robot, the robot’s sensing suite, the computational ability of the robot,
and the physical constraints on robot movement. In examining some of these com-
ponents, this thesis provides an analysis of safety for a mobile robot system during
an obstacle avoidance task.
First, the Open Dani is built to serve as a low-cost platform capable of per-
forming standard autonomous tasks. The wheeled mobile robot (WMR) design is
compared to a previous, non-autonomous version, vDani. vDani primarily relied on
overhead vision to operate. A review of the design choices will provide the neces-
sary background knowledge for the safety analysis of the OpenDani. Additionally,
OpenDani aims to maintain a low-cost design in the hopes that students and other
researchers can have access to autonomous vehicle technology. The use of common,
off-the-shelf components makes this low-cost design accessible. Upon building the
new OpenDani design, a LIDAR-based obstacle avoidance (OA) algorithm is imple-
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mented on the robot to verify the integration of software and hardware components.
Finally, the safety analysis of the OpenDani is founded in identifying sources
of uncertainty during general robot operation. More specifically, motion uncer-
tainty, environmental uncertainty, and perception uncertainty are examined to ad-
dress safety concerns arising during OA. Human robot interaction or dynamic ob-
stacles are not in scope for the safety analysis conducted in this work. Experiments
are designed and conducted to highlight the safety concerns arising from these un-
certainties.
An overview of the kinematic model and the assumptions adopted in using
such a model for the OpenDani is provided in Chapter 2. The non-holonomic con-
straints of the OpenDani vehicle are also discussed within Chapter 2. In Chapter 3,
a review of both the OpenDani and vDani designs is completed through analyzing
the root autonomous capabilities of each vehicle version. The review gives context
as to why a redesign of the older vDani version is warranted for this body of work. A
Kalman-Filtering method is developed to process wheel speed signals from the low
resolution encoders used in the OpenDani system. This is an obvious byproduct of a
low-cost robot design. The low-level controller and wheel speed filtering formulation
are elaborated on in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the OA scoring function and point
cloud filtering methods are discussed as it is later found that these factors relate
to the minimum LIDAR Range requirement of the OpenDani vehicle. Finally, the
OpenDani is deployed in an obstacle course environment. The results from a series
of collision experiments are presented in Chapter 6. The findings of this work are





Wheeled mobile robots (WMR) are best described by their drive system type.
Amongst the most popular drive systems are Ackermann steering, differential drive,
and omnidirectional. The drive system is governed mostly by wheel type and the
number of actuated or free wheels belonging to the WMR. A review of mobile
robots highlights WMRs as a low-cost and practical solution for tasks performed on
relatively level surfaces [11]. The OpenDani is expected to function in a flat, indoor
environment. Hence, a WMR design was adopted for this work.
A differential drive system (DDS) is best used to describe the OpenDani
WMR. Two separate DC motors are used to actuate wheels fixed at each side of
the robot base. A tracking wheel, which enables two degrees-of-freedom (2-DOF)
motion, is placed at the rear end of the robot base to balance the system. The 2-
DOF tracking wheel assists in avoiding scrubbing motions when performing turns.
Disadvantages that arise in a DDS include driving error introduced by actuator
differences. This error is most evident when driving in a straight line. Sufficient
4
tuning of the actuators’ low-level controller gains are required to mitigate this issue.
An advantage in choosing a DDS is that a three-wheeled system does not require
a suspension system. This further enables the OpenDani in maintaining a low-cost
design.
2.2 Differential Drive System Model
The OpenDani can be sufficiently modeled using a kinematic model. The pop-
ular kinematic model introduced in [12] is adopted to describe the position and
orientation of the OpenDani with respect to an inertial reference frame. The set of
coordinates x, y, φ are applied to the system as reflected in Figure 2.1 below:
Figure 2.1: A reference frame and coordinate representation for a differential drive
robot. Source:[1]
A coordinate frame fixed on the robot body is referred to as the baselink
frame. The origin of the baselink frame is placed in between the drive wheels,
at the intersection of the Xb-axis and Yb-axis illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The matrix
formulation in Equation 2.1 summarizes the kinematic model representing the WMR
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configuration. The position of the OpenDani is represented by x and y. The heading
angle or orientation of the robot is described by φ. Inputs into the system model














In adopting a kinematic model, forces and torques acting on the robot body
are not considered in deriving the robot’s configuration from a control input [v, ω].
The following assumptions were made in using a kinematic model:
(1) Wheel slip is negligible.
(2) The mobile robot traverses on a perfectly flat plane. Motion in the z-
direction is non-existent.
(3) The inertia of the robot is insignificant when predicting the OpenDani’s
resultant configuration given a control input.
A discrete form of the kinematic model is used to develop an odometry for-
mulation for the OpenDani. The position and orientation of the WMR is estimated
using the set of Equations 2.2:
xk+1 = xk + v cosφkdt
yk+1 = yk + v sinφkdt
φk+1 = ωdt
(2.2)
By acquiring wheel encoder feedback and employing a dead reckoning formulation,
the odometry efficiently estimates the configuration of the OpenDani for short dis-
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tances. The time step for which the robot forward and angular velocities, v and ω,
are updated is reflected by the dt term in the Eqn. 2.2 above. By incrementally
updating estimated v and ω, odometry drift affects can be minimised[13].
Dynamic models have also been used to model DDSs. One model considers
wheel traction forces to avoid wheel slip in a DDS by limiting the control inputs
accordingly [14]. A dynamic model of a DDS is obtained using a Lagrange Formu-
lation and is combined with a DC Motor model to achieve a power consumption
model of the system [15]. Energy-based methods that examine the DDS dynamics
in its electrical and mechanical domains are used to develop an energy model that
closely approximates the energy consumption of the DDS [16].
The OpenDani is expected to experience low velocities. The maximum robot
forward velocity is is 1 m/s. The maximum acceleration and deceleration of the
robot is 1 m/s2. For experiments presented in this work, the robot velocities and
accelerations are typically set below the aforementioned maximum values. When
operating at these conditions, it is reasonable to assume that wheel slip and robot
inertia will not cause significant misrepresentation by the kinematic model.
2.3 OpenDani Wheel Velocity Mappings
The linear and angular velocities of the robot, v and ω, have been introduced
as control inputs into the OpenDani system. These control inputs must be further
deconstructed when developing the low-level actuator controllers. A set of v and
ω inputs are achieved by independently driving the OpenDani’s wheels at unique
angular velocities. The angular wheel velocities, ωl and ωr, for a set of control inputs












R shall be referred to as the turning radius of the robot. This is the distance from
the origin of the OpenDani’s baselink frame to the instantaneous center of curvature
(ICC) of the vehicle. R can be given as a Yb-coordinate in the baselink frame. The
wheel radii is represented by r. l is the width of the OpenDani body measured from
the left to the right wheel.
For better human legibility, the desired forward velocity of the robot v is set.
Then, the turning radius R is given as input rather than angular velocity, ω. The
input set [v, ω] is then better represented as [v, vR ].
An exception to the wheel velocity mappings presented above arises when
the robot moves without an angular velocity, ω. Such is the case when the robot
moves in a straight line and R is infinitely large. The independent wheel velocities








Note that in this work, only forward wheel velocities are commanded. The OpenDani
is not driven backwards in the present study. Hence, the robot is not able to turn
in place, about it’s own center. This type of ‘zero-radius turn’ movement can be an
advantage of a DDS. Wheel velocities must be equal in magnitude but opposite in
direction to perform this maneuver. Yet, there are constraints on the robot velocities
that must be identified.
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2.4 Configuration Space and Non-Holonomic Constraints
A configuration space (C-space) can be used to denote all the possible config-
urations of a rigid body system. This is especially useful for robot motion planning
in the presence of obstacles [17]. OpenDani can be represented as a rigid body that
has a C-space denoted using the coordinates x,y, and φ as applied to Figure 2.2
below. The C-space of the OpenDani, described herein, is of a rigid body rotating
and translating in a 2D-plane. In the absence of obstacles, the C-space spans x ∈ R,
y ∈ R, and φ ∈ [0, 2π]. The entire C-space of OpenDani is denoted as [2]:
C = R2 × [0, 2π] = R2 × S1 (2.5)
This C-space is also referred to as the special Euclidean group SE(2). The C-
space representation above is invalid when obstacles exist in the robot’s plane. Still,
the C-space is useful in analyzing motion constraints on a rigid body. In addition
to holonomic constraints, such as the one that constrains OpenDani’s motion to a
plane, there is non-holonomic constraints on the system. Non-holonomic constraints
Figure 2.2: A rigid body with constrained movement to a plane. Source:[2]
act on the velocities of a rigid body. Note the ei-axis, shown in Fig. 2.2. For the
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OpenDani, lateral movement along the ei-axis is restricted. The OpenDani’s wheels
allow the robot to roll forward, however, it is unable to slide laterally to reach a
point directly to the left or right of it’s body. This non-holonomic constraint is
known as the knife-edge constraint [2]. It is mathematically desribed as:
ẋ sinφ− ẏ cosφ = 0 (2.6)
In the context of safety, it is important to note that the OpenDani cannot
slide laterally for the purposes of efficient obstacle avoidance. Instead, the OpenDani
can either come to a stop or detour by turning away from an obstacle. The minimum
turning radius, Rmin, is a critical robot motion characteristic imposed by the non-
holonomic constraint. As previously mentioned in Chapter 1, the OpenDani is not
able to execute negative angular wheel velocities to achieve Rmin = 0. The Rmin
of the OpenDani is regulated by the low-cost actuators. Due to stiction present at
low angular velocities of the DC motor actuators, the OpenDani has an Rmin of 0.7
m. The Rmin of the robot is a critical characteristic that is used to define the safe





A WMR serves as a research platform to achieve the objectives presented in
Chapter 1 of this thesis. A principal contribution of this work was the develop-
ment of OpenDani, a low-cost WMR that can be used to develop and implement
autonomous navigation algorithms. When designing the OpenDani, sensors and
software components were carefully chosen to support autonomy. A design overview
for the OpenDani will elaborate on how these components can support state-of-the-
art autonomy. In contrast to the commercial Dani system (NI, Inc., Austin, Texas),
the OpenDani has adopted a modular design using an on-board computer. It can
easily interface with a variety of sensors and open source software packages.
A review of the previous vDani robot highlights shortcomings of the system in
qualifying it as an autonomous system. The absence of on-board computing tethered
the vDani design to a desktop computer, severely limiting portability. vDani relied
on an external vision system for feedback into the motion control loop. This limited
the robot’s workspace, making it difficult to execute medium to long range tasks.
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The vDani executed only a pre-mapped, offline obstacle avoidance method.
Both the vDani and OpenDani rely on a Robot Operation System (ROS)
software framework. The NI Dani does not use ROS by default and instead uses
proprietary software (i.e. LabView). ROS allows for the easy data communication
among software nodes in a robotic system [18]. Off-the-shelf, open-source software
packages such as the mapping package gmapping and the global planning package
global planner are available for free download [19, 20]. Through ROS, OpenDani
can maintain a relatively low-cost software development approach when new func-
tionalities need to be tested within a short time frame.
3.2 Analyzing Autonomy
The evaluation of mobile robot autonomy in the proceeding sections has es-
tablished the need to define an autonomous robot. For AVs, the National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration and the Society of Automotive Engineers have defined
vehicle automation on a level basis (0-5) in relation to human driver intervention
[3]. The levels of autonomy are summarized in Figure 3.1.
Though the amount of human intervention in a robotic system can provide an
abstract indication of it’s autonomy, a more concrete definition of autonomy is nec-
essary to analyze the WMR design. In a performance study evaluating mobile robot
autonomy during navigation tasks, the agent under investigation is given mapping,
localization, planning, obstacle avoidance, and general supervision (perception) ca-
pabilities [21]. The Autonomy Levels for Unmanned Systems Framework (ALFUS)
authored by the National Institute of Standards and Technologies (NIST) defines the
Root Autonomous Capabilities (RAC) of an unmanned system (UMS) to be sensing,
perceiving, analyzing, communicating, decision-making, and acting/executing [22].
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Figure 3.1: Autonomy levels for an AV are based on the amount of human driver
intervention necessary to operate the vehicle. Level 5 autonomy requires no human
intervention under all conditions to perform all driving functions. Source: [3]
Taking the RAC and the work in [21] into consideration, the vDani and OpenDani
designs are evaluated in their ability to support self-localization, perception, motion
planning, and trajectory tracking.
3.3 Review of Previous vDani System
In a previous study, the vDani (see Figure 3.2) was designed to perform a
box pushing task [4]. The robot’s hardware includes a metal chassis, a rubber
bumper to interface with objects, two drive wheels, and a 2-DOF tracking wheel.
An AprilTag is attached to the robot body. It is detected by a computer-vision
based, tag recognition system [23, 24]. The electronics on the vDani include two
DC motors used for actuation, two rotary encoders connected at each motor shaft,
and a NI MyRIO (NI, Inc., Austin, TX) real-time board running the low-level control
loop for both actuators. All electronics are powered by a single 12-volt RC battery
unit.
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Figure 3.2: The previous robot design, vDani, contains only a paper AprilTag atop
it’s body. Source: [4]
Figure 3.3: The system architecture of the vDani system relies on the communication
between various ROS nodes. A camera routes images into an AprilTag detection
node using the ROS communication network. Source: [4]
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The diagram in Figure 3.3 illustrates the system architecture, showing how
the vDani was integrated with ROS to use a variety of software nodes. To complete
a box-pushing task, the constrained navigation task involves moving a small box
from point A to B. The robot sequence is described from Figure 3.3:
1. With the box in contact with the robot bumper, a trajectory path is gen-
erated offline within the path planning node using MATLAB. The path is
manually transferred to the trajectory tracking node. Both nodes are run on
the desktop computer.
2. The camera-based, AprilTag recogntion vision system provides the config-
uration [x, y, φ] of the vDani within a camera image frame.
3. The error between the vDani’s detected configuration and the configuration
given by the path planner is calculated. The error in the x, y, and φ coordi-
nates are used for a P controller employed by the trajectory tracking node.
4. [v, w] commands from the P controller are sent to the MyRIO board over
the wifi network. The low-level speed controller on the MyRIO executes the
necessary wheel velocities for path following.
Many of the vDani system’s limitations are rooted in its sensing abilities. More-
over, the vDani system does not capitalize on all available sensor information. For
example, wheel velocities are logged to a file for post-processing but are not used as
feedback into the robot system. Lastly, the vDani utilizes the NI myRIO computa-




An AprilTag is attached to the vDani body for localization purposes. The
AprilTag recognition software determines the robot’s pose with respect to the camera
frame [23, 24]. This localization method imposes a significant limitation on the
robot’s workspace. The camera’s image frame only covers about a 4 m2 section of
the ground that vDani traverses upon. vDani may only be localized within this 4
m2 space before information about the robot’s location is completely lost.
The AprilTag localization method may be sufficient for circumstances where
a robot is fixed to it’s environment. Such is the case for the improvement of manip-
ulator position accuracy on the Mars Rover prototype presented in [25]. A camera
captures the fiduciary tag on the manipulator’s end-effector to localize the end-
effector. A mobile robot should be able to traverse for some distance. This method
of localization is not practical for even mid-range tasks of a mobile robot. Because
the localization task for the vDani is performed by a separate entity, the AprilTag
recognition system, the lack of portability of the vDani robot is evident once again.
If the vDani is moved to another location, the vision system must accompany it.
3.3.2 Perception
The vDani system’s perception is limited to feedback from the vision system.
The vision system is only able to recognize AprilTags within the camera frame. All
objects without AprilTags are incapable of being perceived by the vision system and,
therefore, by the vDani. It is not possible to identify untagged, unmapped objects
with the AprilTag vision system alone. The addition of an object detection software
would be necessary to find objects in the images captured by either the external
vision system or an on-board camera. A moving object detection algorithm tracks
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sets of feature points over consecutive image frames with a monocular camera [26].
3.3.3 Planning
The vDani obtains a motion plan to maneuver a virtual world with known,
fixed obstacles from an offline, sample-based path planner. Sample-based planners
sample a configuration space and construct a road map from these samples. The
vDani planner is based on the Rapidly-exploring Random Trees (RRT) algorithm
[27]. Since planning is completed in MATLAB, it is necessary to manually transfer
path way points into the ROS network. The time to plan for the vDani in MATLAB,
given a virtual world containing two obstacles, is about two minutes. A human-in-
the-loop is necessary to place the path way points into the trajectory tracking node.
The lack of a ROS-based planning node disrupts the ability to efficiently plan and
execute a path. Additionally, due to the lack of perception by the vDani, replanning
to maneuver around unmapped obstacles is not possible.
3.3.4 Trajectory Tracking
Given the path generated by the RRT planner, no explicit time constraints are
placed on the vDani in reaching the goal way points. It is best stated that the vDani
system then executes path following not trajectory tracking to traverse along a path.
A simple P controller is used to successfully implement path following [4]:
v = k1xe
w = k2ye + k3φe
(3.1)
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3.4 Improvements to the System
To extend and improve upon the existing capabilities of the vDani, design
changes are focused on improving support for self-localization, perception, and plan-
ning techniques. Design changes include increasing sensing capabilities, augmenting
on-board computation, and revamping software implementation. Table 3.1 summa-
rizes the changes made to various components of the vDani system.
Table 3.1: The vDani and OpenDani design mainly differ in their sensor suite and
computational specifications. The OpenDani’s Raspberry Pi contains a ROS instal-
lation that interfaces well with open-source software.
An on-board, Raspberry Pi(RPi) 4B single-board computer is mounted on
the OpenDani. The RPi hosts the entire ROS network. Most notably, the RPi
easily interfaces with a LIDAR sensor and a USB camera via it’s USB ports. The
LIDAR sensor is permanently mounted on the OpenDani body. An off-the-shelf,
ROS software package can interface with most USB cameras to route images into
the ROS network[28]. The AprilTag vision system is eliminated from the motion
control loop. The OpenDani contains a C++ and Python software implementation.
Motion algorithms are implemented entirely in C++. Python was used to develop
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the ROS nodes that handle communication between the RedBoard MicroController
and RPi.
3.5 Cost Overview
Maintaining a low-cost was a major design constraint in the redesign of the
vDani system. In building a low-cost mobile robot, the platform becomes more ac-
cessible to other researchers or STEM educators. Cost is a main factor in the success
of teaching robotics concepts throughout varying levels of education [29]. OpenDani
uses off-the-shelf components and open-source software that allows similar designs
to be rebuilt at home, in a lab, or in the classroom setting. Table 3.2 shows the
base cost of components shared by both the vDani and OpenDani.
Table 3.2: The vDani and OpenDani share several hardware components. These
shared components make-up a base-cost for the two designs.
The base cost of both systems is composed mostly of hardware costs. The
total base cost is about $290 dollars. The most affordable robotic learning platforms
are between $100-$150. The Spiderino, a toy-robot that supports swarm robotics
concepts, is an example of a learning platform within this price range [30].
The vDani and OpenDani have additional costs unique to their design. De-
tails of these costs for each design are listed in Table 3.3. The base cost for both
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Table 3.3: As the robot designs deviate from each other, so does their total design
cost. The additional cost of each robot summarizes the cost in design differences.
designs surpasses the costs of the most affordable robotic learning platforms. How-
ever, the OpenDani’s total cost of about $540 is below the cost of a similar platform,
MuSHR [31]. MuSHR is a low-cost robotic race car with a cost of about $900. It
has similar components and expected functionalities to those of OpenDani.
3.6 Overview of the OpenDani System
The OpenDani repurposes the DC motors and metal chassis of the vDani sys-
tem1. The OpenDani is a product of new software implementations and the adoption
of modern electronics and sensors. OpenDani can actively avoid unmapped, static
obstacles. Due to non-holonomic constraints, OpenDani stops to avoid collisions
during instances when detouring is not possible. Online obstacle avoidance is made
possible through a new odometry node integrated into the ROS network. A point
cloud is built from OpenDani’s LIDAR sensor data. The point cloud is analyzed to
make intelligent decisions using a greedy, obstacle avoidance algorithm. The Open-
Dani prototype, pictured in Figure 3.4, is visibly different from the vDani prototype.
The OpenDani is entirely self-contained and capable of autonomous driving tasks.
1The original NI Dani used components available from pitsco.com.
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Figure 3.4: The OpenDani has several components mounted atop it’s body. The
components include a LIDAR sensor, a single-board computer, and a DC buck
converter. A RedBoard micro-controller is not visible.
Figure 3.5: A map of the OpenDani system architecture depicts the data transfer
between software nodes for an obstacle avoidance functionality.
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3.6.1 Self-Localization
Unlike vDani, the OpenDani is capable of being localized outside of a single
camera’s image frame. Self-localization abilities of the OpenDani are supported
through the acquisition of a LIDAR sensor and the implementation of an odom-
etry node. Mobile robot localization schemes are available for both outdoor and
indoor applications. Outdoor localization methods typically utilize GPS and IMU
sensors. An outdoor, EKF-based localization algorithm in [32] uses a slip-proof op-
tical sensor, GPS, and IMU to estimate the location of a skid-steer robot on uneven
ground. OpenDani has been developed for indoor applications. A suitable localiza-
tion scheme for OpenDani may be obtained using Monte-Carlo (MC) localization
[33]. This localization method requires a reference map of the indoor environment.
Real-time LIDAR readings must be compared to the map to develop an observation-
likelihood model that provides insight into the possible locations of the robot within
the map. This information is leveraged in the update step of the MC localization
algorithm. The prediction step of the algorithm is odometry-based and samples
possible robot locations from a gaussian noise model [33]. The prediction estimates
the location of the robot after some movement.
Other localization methods include camera-based algorithms such as Orb-
SLAM [34]. OrbSLAM uses a feature-based extraction algorithm to localize the
agent over a series of images while simultaneously rebuilding the environment.
3.6.2 Perception
Previously, the vDani robot did not have it’s own method to perceive its envi-
ronment. Instead, an external vision system was used to perceive all tagged objects
such as the vDani itself and a small box. The OpenDani can perceive its environ-
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ment using a LIDAR sensor. The LIDAR has a field of view (FOV) of 360° and a
maximum sensing range of 12 m. The LIDAR sensor is suitable for implementing
environment rebuilding algorithms. That is, by using LIDAR scan data, a map of
the environment can be built via correlative scan matching (CSM) [35]. CSM stores
a single LIDAR scan after each sampling period so that a comparison to a subse-
quent scan can be made. A rigid body transform between the two scans is found
by maximizing the probability that the two scans have observed the same features.
The rigid body transform is applied to scan data using a predicted robot location
to reconstruct the environment.
The ability to rebuild a map of a robot’s environment is an indication of the
perception capabilities of a robot. Furthermore, mapping is crucial when digitized
blueprints of an environment are not available or if the environment significantly
deviates from map archives due to presence of un-mapped furniture or fixtures.
A simultaneous localization and mapping implementation (SLAM) addresses both
localization and mapping in parallel. In solving the SLAM problem, a robot becomes
aware of its own location within the environment it is exploring and reconstructing.
For the OpenDani, a practical application of SLAM is the pose-graph slam [36].
Additional modes of perception can be achieved using monocular, stereo, or
depth cameras. The OpenDani’s on-board RPi provides a level of modularity with
it’s plug-and-play interface to USB sensors, such as cameras. An off-the-shelf ROS
camera node seamlessly routes camera image data into the OpenDani system [28].
This allows for future implementations of image-based algorithms for localization,
mapping, or other computer vision applications on the OpenDani design.
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3.6.3 Planning
Similar to vDani, the OpenDani has the ability to plan when given a map of
an environment. This map can come in the form of digitized blueprints or from the
implementation of OpenDani’s own map building solution. For vDani, the search
space is a discretized C-space for all [x, y, φ]. Depending on the discretization res-
olution and the dimensions of the real-world represented by the C-space, building
the 3D search space could take a significant amount of computation. Instead, it is
better to use a lattice-based search-space approach presented in [37]. This method
generates a 2D search-grid by considering the motion constraints of a WMR. The
nodes of the graph are connected by edges that satisfy kinematic-ally feasible paths.
Kinematic-ally feasible paths are paths that do not violate the Rmin constraint of
the OpenDani. By using standard search algorithms, such as the A* algorithm [38],
an optimal path along a lattice-based grid can be found. The A* algorithm aims to
minimize the cost of a path during search. The cost of a path is defined by a base
cost and a user defined heuristic cost. The distance traveled between graph nodes
is typically set as the base cost. An example of a heuristic cost is a node’s distance
to the end goal.
For the vDani, planning was performed in MATLAB. OpenDani’s core soft-
ware language has been chosen to be C++ due to it’s popularity in robotic appli-
cations. A study has shown MATLAB to be up to 10 times slower than C++ in
solving complex algorithms such as value iteration [39]. By writing the high-Level
OpenDani software using a C++ ROS node implementation, planning methods such
as A* search execute faster. Most importantly, the manual transfer of path data to
the trajectory following node is no longer necessary. This eliminates the necessity
for a human-in-the-loop that is necessary in the vDani system.
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3.6.4 Trajectory Tracking
Given a series of way points from the path planner, the OpenDani must be
able to traverse along the defined path. Trajectory tracking is concerned with both
spatial and temporal constraints along a motion plan. Path following methods are
often suitable for mobile tasks that are not under strict time constraints. Pure
pursuit is a general path following algorithm that calculates the arc to a goal point
[40]. To execute path following, control inputs are generated for a WMR so that
it traverses the set of arcs calculated between a series of way points. A simplified
variation of the pure pursuit algorithm can be integrated with the obstacle avoidance
method that has been implemented on the OpenDani. Pure pursuit can be used





The OpenDani control hardware uses low-cost and easily accessible components.
Figure 4.1 shows the power transfer and data communication between all low-level,
electronic components. High-level commands from motion algorithms running on
the RPi Linux computer are transferred to a RedBoard micro-controller via an I2C
communication protocol. The RedBoard maps these high-level commands to wheel
speeds using the relationships discussed in Chapter 1. The appropriate pulse-width
modulation (PWM) signals are sent from the RedBoard to the motor driver for
motor speed control. Two external interrupt pins on the RedBoard are interfaced
with two modular shaft encoders to sense wheel rotation.
For wheel speed control, a model-free PID controller is employed using wheel
speed feedback from the shaft encoders. A byproduct of the low-cost OpenDani
design is a noisy speed signal from the low-resolution encoders. To improve the
noisy speed signal, a Kalman filter approach was applied to acquire a refined wheel
speed estimate. This method is compared to the classic, finite-difference approach
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Figure 4.1: A diagram shows the power transfer and data transfer between the low-
level control components. An I2C communication protocol bridges the communica-
tion gap between the OpenDani Linux computer and the RedBoard micro-controller.
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used for estimating angular speed via shaft encoders.
4.2 Finite-Difference Estimation for Wheel Speed
A typical method for calculating angular shaft speed of a DC motor is to pro-
gram the micro-controller’s interrupt pins to count encoder pulses, npulses, between
a sampling period, Ts. Then, taking a constant speed assumption between sampling
periods, a finite-difference formulation provides the angular velocity of the motor





In Equation 4.1, PPR is the known pulse-per-revolution value for the wheel en-
coders. A simple conversion is applied to obtain wheel speeds in revolution-per-
minutes (rpm).
Given a step input, the wheel speed estimate using the finite-difference
method is significantly noisy. In Figure 4.2, the speed estimate oscillates between
72 rpm and 84 rpm as the wheel velocity reaches a steady state. This noise can be
attributed to the quantization present from low-resolution wheel encoders.
Consider a single pulse difference in the npulses from two sequential encoder
count observations taken at steady state. The noise in the speed estimate caused





Note that each pulse accounts for a quantization step of ∆wquant in the speed es-
timate. A ∆wquant of about 1.25 rad/s or 11.94 rpm is found for the OpenDani
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Figure 4.2: A simple step input test is performed on one of the OpenDani wheels.
Upon reaching a steady-state condition, quantization noise is observed around the
set point speed.
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encoders. These encoders have a 200 PPR value and a Ts of 25 milliseconds. The
calculated ∆wquant value agrees with the quantization noise highlighted in Fig. 4.2
and explains the oscillatory behavior around the set point. For shorter sampling
periods, the quantization step size is expected to increase. Filtering is neccesary to
deal with quantization noise.
4.3 Kalman-Filter Theory
A Kalman filter (KF) is a set of mathematical formulations that can reasonably
estimate the state(s) of a system under modeling errors and noisy system measure-
ments [41]. The KF can be formulated as an optimization problem with the objective
of minimizing the mean-squared error between the state estimate and the true value
of the state [42].
With an initial estimate of the system state, the KF performs a prediction
step to estimate the next state, x̂
′
k+1. The initial state estimate, x̂k, is propagated
forwarded in time using a state transition matrix, Φst. The state transition matrix
is derived from a system model of the process. The prediction step for the recursive
KF is formulated as such:
x̂
′
k+1 = Φstx̂k + wk (4.3)
Disturbances in the system can be captured by the process noise random variable,
wk. Furthermore, knowledge of the uncertainty in the initial estimate must be
provided to the filter. This is known as the error covariance matrix, Pk, and it is
also updated during the prediction step to reflect uncertainty in each state estimate.
If the initial state estimate provided to the filter is known to be the true state, then
the diagonal values of P0 are set to 0 to reflect zero uncertainty in the initial state
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The Q matrix in Equation 4.4 above is referred to as the process noise covariance
matrix. The values in Q reflect the noise introduced into the state estimates from
modeling errors.
Next, the update steps of the KF are executed. By accounting for the pre-
dicted error covariance matrix, P
′
k, and the measurement noise covariance, R, an









where H is the state measurement matrix. The Kalman gain is a value between 0
and 1. A value close to 1 indicates a high confidence in the state measurement while
a value closer to 0 indicates a low confidence. The KF produces a state estimate
that is mostly model derived when the Kalman gain is closer to 0. The Kalman gain
is also influenced by R. The values in R are best set to reflect sensor noise metrics
provided by a manufacturer.
Finally, the two equations in the update step give the final state estimate,
x̂k, and a final error covariance estimate, P̂k. These final estimates are available
upon processing a state measurement, zk. The Kalman gain found using Equation










In Equation 4.7 above, I is an identity matrix. A discrete, recursive KF is imple-
mented on the RedBoard to improve wheel speed estimates. The recursive formu-
lation of the KF is practical for implementation on low-memory devices since only
the previous x̂k and P̂k values must be stored.
4.4 Kalman Filter Based Wheel Speed Estimation
To properly estimate wheel speeds, a model is required for the prediction steps
of the KF. Similar to the work in [43], a discrete-time, all-integrator model is adopted










The motor shaft position, θ̂k, and the angular shaft velocity, ω̂k, are propagated
forward in time with a time step, Ts. The model assumes a constant angular shaft
velocity between sampling periods. This introduces some process noise to the system
since this assumption is not always true. It is expected that the KF can compensate
for the modeling error. The measurement taken from the system is represented by,
zk = Hx̂k + vk (4.9)
The measurement matrix, H, indicates a measurement of the shaft angular velocity












Since the values of Φst and H are known, the values for Q and R must be chosen
and P0 must be initialized. The process noise covariance matrix, Q, is populated
with non-zero diagonal values since there is known modeling errors. Additionally,
the position and angular velocity of the motor shaft vary with each other. The










The initial error covariance estimate, P0, is intialized with the same values as the Q
matrix. R is set according to the estimated measurement error. R should account
for the quantization noise,
R = σ2meas = 100 (4.13)
An offline discrete KF is applied to noisy wheel speed data. Figure 4.3 il-
lustrates an improved wheel speed estimate by the KF described in this section. A
velocity profile that grows and decays is used as the set point velocity for the wheel
speed controller. The KF wheel speed estimation shows a significant reduction in
noise in comparison to the finite-difference estimation method. An online discrete
KF implemented on the OpenDani’s RedBoard was also found to successfully es-
timate wheel speed under a variety of inputs. The improved online wheel speed
estimate for a sinusoidal velocity input is presented in Figure 4.4. There is, once
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again, a significant reduction in noise within the speed estimate.
Figure 4.3: Quantization noise from the low-resolution wheel encoders introduces
the need for signal processing methods in the OpenDani low-level control. The
finite-difference speed estimate is replaced by a KF-based speed estimate to improve
odometry.
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Figure 4.4: A recursive discrete KF formulation is implemented directly on the






The vDani was developed to execute an offline motion planning task [4]. As
such, the vDani did not require the ability to make decisions in real-time. To
demonstrate this ability in the OpenDani, a LIDAR-based, greedy, local obstacle
avoidance (OA) algorithm [44] is deployed on the system. The algorithm is ‘greedy’
in that a best-score path is chosen from a set of kinematically feasible paths. This
is done by employing a simple scoring function. The OA algorithm is considered
local as it is limited to the sensing range and field-of-view (FOV) of the LIDAR.
Prior knowledge of obstacle locations is not necessary for successful OA execution.
Motion of the OpenDani was restricted to forward robot velocities for this study,
but the algorithm can be readily extended. The algorithm is implemented through
A C++ ROS software node that communicates with the LIDAR and odometry
software nodes.
Classic OA methods such as the Dynamic Window Approach [45] utilize
a pre-existing map of obstacles to determine the set of admissible velocities for a
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mobile robot. Given a map of obstacle locations, the admissible velocities are the
set of wheel velocities that grant the robot sufficient space or time to stop before
a collision occurs. The lack of perception sensors for the DWA OA method does
not allow for corrective behaviors in robot movement. LIDAR-based OA methods
enable distance-to-object data to be utilized as feedback into the motion control
loop. Another example of a LIDAR-based OA method is based on the Expanded
Guide Circle (EGC) method which adopts a selective decision making process to
intelligently bypass or enter gaps in an obstacle space [46]. Gap centers are identified
using LIDAR scan data.
The greedy OA algorithm used in this work builds a point cloud from LIDAR
scans. The point cloud is divided into non-obstacle points and obstacle points. The
obstacle-points are further sorted into their possible collision type. The sorting
of the point cloud allows for a pre-processing of LIDAR data that is necessary to
employ a path scoring function. In the following sections, individual components of
the OA algorithm are elaborated on in detail to provide contextual background for
the future safety analysis performed on the OpenDani.
5.2 Building a Point Cloud from LIDAR data
To execute the local OA, the LIDAR data must be stored into a point cloud for
analysis by the algorithm. The RPLIDAR A1 LIDAR scanner (Shanghai Slamtec
Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China) defaults to a 360◦ FOV at a resolution of 1◦. A single
scan returns an array of size 360 with radial distance values, d, being within the
sensing range of the LIDAR. The sensing range for RPLIDAR A1 is between 0.15 m
to 12 m with a resolution of about 0.5 mm. The FOV is the angular range measured
with respect to the x-axis of the LIDAR frame shown in Figure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The RPLIDAR A1 coordinate frame is useful for building a point cloud
from angle and range data. Source: [5]
The angular range as given by the scan topic published by the ROS Lidar
node [5] is [−π, π]. To build a point cloud from the LIDAR scan, we project the







Then, we perform two transformations on the point cloud data to project the points
into the OpenDani’s baselink frame. The baselink frame origin is at the center of













Due to limited mounting surface area on the OpenDani, the asymmetrical
LIDAR sensor was mounted backwards. First, a rotation transform is applied to the
point cloud to correct the misalignment of the x-axis in the LIDAR frame with the x-
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axis of the baselink frame. A translation is applied to the scan data to accommodate
the LIDAR’s offset placement from the origin of the baselink frame. Because we
only execute OA when traversing forwards, all point cloud data that do not lie in
front of the OpenDani’s wheel axle can be removed from the cloud.
5.3 Sorting the Point Cloud to Identify Obstacles
Once the initial point cloud is obtained, the points in the cloud are sorted
according to whether they are a potential obstacle or not. The criteria for a point
to be considered an obstacle is that it must lie in front of the vehicle or within
the inner and outer collision circles of the vehicle. The inner and outer collision
circles are traced by the innermost and outermost dimensions of the vehicle upon
executing a path along a turning radius, R. The dimensions of the vehicle are
inflated for safety. These inflated dimensions can be referred to as the OpenDani’s
safety bumper. An analysis of the dimensions that should be chosen for a safe and
reasonable safety bumper will be presented in Chapter 6. Figure 5.2 depicts the
collision circles that are used to determine whether a point is a potential obstacle.
After a point is determined to be a potential obstacle it is further sorted by
the type of obstacle. An obstacle is either of a front type or side type. The type of
obstacle is once again dependent on whether it lies between a series of sorting circles
traced by the vehicle dimensions. These obstacle sorting circles are illustrated in
Figure 5.3. For the straight driving case only front obstacles exist. When driving
straight, if a point lies in the area outlined by a box with chosen dimensions it is
considered a front obstacle.
The turning radius, R, is measured along the baselink’s y-axis and is a crucial
parameter in the OA algorithm. It is also referred to as the ICC, and is used to
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Figure 5.2: The inflated vehicle dimensions are crucial in analyzing the LIDAR point
cloud for possible collision hazards to the vehicle. The collision circles are uniquely
traced by the vehicle dimensions for each path about the ICC.
Figure 5.3: A sorting circle is traced by the inner, front corner of the vehicle as it
turns about the ICC. Side and front obstacles are distinguished using the sorting
circle that divides the area between the two collision circles.
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determine whether an object lies within the bounds of the collision circle and the
sorting regions. The Euclidean distance between the ICC and the innermost and
outermost collision points are used to determine the radii of the tracing circles.
5.4 Kinematically Feasible Paths
Now that the point cloud data is processed and sorted, the OpenDani is given
a finite number of paths to evaluate for obstacle avoidance. The paths must not
violate the Rmin constraints of the OpenDani discussed in Chapter 2. For each path,
there is a set of inputs to the robot [v, vR ]. The turning radius of the vehicle, R, and





A negative curvature indicates a right turning path while a positive curvature in-
dicates a left turning path. When C = 0, the robot moves in a straight line and
without angular velocity. The paths begin at the baselink of the OpenDani as shown
in Figure 5.4. The virtual length of the paths must be chosen carefully. In Chapter
6, the minimum LIDAR range of a differential drive robot is discussed in detail. This
design requirement informs the virtual lengths of the paths. A length of 2 m was
chosen as the default path length when the vehicle has a LIDAR range outlook of up
to 4 m. The path endpoints lie within the LIDAR FOV given these specifications.
The number of kinematically feasible paths that are considered in OA algo-
rithm can be varied. If there are too few paths, the robot is restricted to a very
small control input space. The robot’s motion may lack continuity with a low num-
ber of path options. Given too many path options the OA algorithm may become
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Figure 5.4: All feasible paths must respect the Rmin constraint of the vehicle. The
paths begin at the baselink origin and end at a defined length along each path, lpath.
computationally expensive. The scoring function may give multiple paths the same
score when there are too many paths being scored. This is especially true if the
data type of the variable containing path scores is of low precision.
5.5 Greedily Choosing a Path
Given a set of paths to evaluate, the greedy OA algorithm uses a scoring function
to choose the best path in the set. The scoring function is the weighted sum of
three factors. The first factor is the length of a path up to the point it intersects an
obstacle. This length is referred to as the free path length (fpl). The second factor
is the clearance of the vehicle along a given path. The final factor, the distance
to goal, considers the OpenDani’s overall objective of moving towards a goal. The
scoring function is formulated by applying an importance weight to the factors:
score = fpl + w1 × clearance + w2 × (distance to goal) (5.4)
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5.5.1 Free Path Length
The free path length (fpl) is calculated for each path in the set. For both
obstacle types, the process of finding the fpl begins with the angle, θobs, highlighted
in Figure 5.5. This is the angle between the observed obstacle point, the ICC, and
the baselink origin. The distance between the ICC and the baselink origin is the
Figure 5.5: For each path in the set, the obstacles are projected onto the vehicle.
This is analogous to assuming the vehicle will continue along the path and collide
into the obstacles. The projection of the obstacles is useful for finding fpl.
turning radius and is referred to as Rpath in Figure 5.5. Given that Rpath is the R





Then, depending on the obstacle type, the obstacle is projected onto the side or
front of the vehicle. The projected location of the obstacle is used to determine
the obstacle angle at the point of collision, θside or θfront. These angles are also
highlighted in Figure 5.5 as a visual reference.
For a side collision, the y-coordinate of the projected obstacle point, yside, is
fixed and always known. The magnitude of yside is half of the inflated vehicle width.
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Conveniently, the Euclidean distance between an obstacle point and the vehicle’s
ICC is constant along a curved path from the set. This distance, Robs, is provided






For a front obstacle, the x-coordinate of the projected obstacle point, xfront,
is also fixed and known along a path. The magnitude of xfront is the distance from
the baselink origin to the inflated front bumper of the vehicle. Again, we use Robs






Finally, θfpl is defined as the angular difference between θobstacle and θside or θfront.
θfpl = θobs − θside
or
θfpl = θobs − θfront
(5.8)
The arc length formula is applied to calculate the fpl along each path in the set with
curvature, c:




When analyzing the straight path case, the fpl is simply taken as the distance
between the obstacle point and the inflated front bumper. Since fpl is evaluated for
every point in the cloud and for every path in the set, only the minimum fpl value
found is assigned to each respective path.
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5.5.2 Clearance
Determining the clearance of a given path is straightforward. The clearance
assigned to a path is the minimum distance between the collision circles and any scan
data deemed a non-obstacle. The outer collision circle has a radius Router. The inner
collision circle has a radius Rinner. The distance from the ICC to a non-obstacle
point, Renv, is an important metric for calculating clearance. A representation of
clearance for a curved path is given in Figure 5.6. The clearance distance for a single
non-obstacle point is calculated with the following conditions:
clearance =

Renv −Router, if Renv ≥ Router
Rinner −Renv, if Renv ≤ Rinner
(5.10)
Figure 5.6: The clearance to non-obstacles is calculated for each point in the point
cloud. Only the minimum clearance value along each path is stored for use in the
scoring function.
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Similar to fpl calculation, the straight path clearance is calculated separately.
This case is governed by the safety bumper dimensions of the vehicle. Recalling that
the width of OpenDani, ω, is inflated by some value of the safety bumper, b, the
straight path clearance for a non-obstacle point is once again analyzed in the baselink
frame of the vehicle. For a non-obstacle with the following co-ordinates, (xenv,yenv),
the straight path clearance is given as such:
clearance =

yenv − (w2 + b), if yenv ≥
w
2 + b




5.5.3 Distance to Goal
The distance to goal (DTG) factor is especially useful when the local OA is
integrated with a global path planner. The DTG factor enables the OA algorithm
to consider the robot’s proximity to a way point. In this way, the OA algorithm
functions as a simplified version of the pure pursuit algorithm mentioned in Chapter
3. When the DTG weight in the scoring function, w2, is significantly larger than the
clearance weight, w1, the OA algorithm prioritizes reaching a goal over traversing
the safest path. In Figure 5.7, a star represents the goal in the baselink frame.
Because all possible paths begin at the baselink origin, the end point of each
path is easily found within the baselink frame. The path end point serves as an
important parameter for the DTG calculation. By restricting the length for each
path to some value, lpath, the angle formed by the baselink origin, the ICC, and the






This angle is used to determine the coordinates of each path’s endpoint, (xpathend,ypathend):
xpathend = |Rpath| × sin(θpathend)
ypathend = |Rpath| × (1− cos(θpathend))
(5.13)
Given a set of waypoints in a global map frame, the way points must be transformed
into the baselink frame. As the vehicle traverses along the series of waypoints, the
waypoint closest to the robot is assigned as the goal point. The Euclidean distance
between path ends and the goal point is the DTG. For implementation of the local
OA without a global plan, a floating goal point is placed at the coordinates (4, 0)
in the OpenDani’s baselink frame. This induces a chasing the carrot behavior on
the system. Therefore, the vehicle primarily drives according to clearance and fpl
values with a preference for forward movement.
Figure 5.7: The distance between the endpoint of each path and the goal in the
baselink frame is used as the distance to goal metric in the scoring function.
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5.6 Path Execution via 1D Time Optimal Control
Once a best score path is chosen, the OpenDani must execute the path using
1-dimensional (1D) time optimal control (TOC). The method presented is time op-
timal in that maximum acceleration (amax), deceleration (dmax), and linear velocity
(vmax) are executed along a path when possible. The stopping length, lstop, of the





where lstop is used to determine the forward velocity, v, of the OpenDani at each
time step of the motion control loop, tcl. To implement 1D TOC, the fpl of the best
scored path is used as feedback into the system. For the current path, lstop governs
the next control input, v, by comparing it to the fpl of the path. The conditional
statements below summarize the process of choosing v:
v =

vprior + a× tcl, if fpl > lstop and v < vmax
vmax, if fpl > lstop and v ≥ vmax
vprior − d× tcl, if fpl ≤ lstop
0, if fpl = 0
(5.15)
In summary, the OpenDani attempts to execute a trapezoidal velocity profile
for v along a path. The values of amax and dmax are limited by the actuators. The
final amax and dmax values do not have to be set to the actuator limits and instead
can be set as parameters for the OA algorithm. An example of the velocity profiles
that can be executed by the OpenDani are presented in Figure 5.8.
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Figure 5.8: There are two expected velocity profiles of the OpenDani while driving
under the 1D TOC implementation.
The vmax of the OpenDani is determined by the net torques experienced at
each wheel as well as the effective load on the vehicle. The net torques are resultants
of the reaction forces induced by the OpenDani’s mass. A simple test on a chassis
dynamometer shows the forward speed of the OpenDani for the rated voltage input,
12 V, to be 0.69 m/s. Note that the the top speed found in this test does not account
for inertial effects experienced when traversing on ground. The setup of the chassis
dynamometer test can be seen in Figure 5.9.
Because the OpenDani relies on a difference in wheel speeds to turn, the vmax
of the vehicle is not just limited by the top speed provided by dynamometer test.
Meaning, the vmax of 0.69 m/s cannot be executed along all paths. The reliable
angular speed range of each wheel is between wmin and wmax, or 80 rpm and 130
rpm, respectively. When driving one of the OpenDani wheels at wmin and the other
at wmax, the minimum turning radius, Rmin, is 0.71 m. The OpenDani’s true vmax is
0.56 m/s as restricted by the Rmin constraint. The odometry report velocity profile
of the OpenDani during a simple collision avoidance, stop maneuver is presented in
Figure 5.10. The velocity profile matches the expected trapezoidal velocity profile
from 1D-TOC.
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Figure 5.9: The OpenDani is placed on a chassis dynamometer. An open loop,
voltage input test is performed to find the top speed of the vehicle.
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Figure 5.10: During a 1m test run, the OpenDani executes a trapezoidal velocity






The OpenDani can avoid unmapped, static obstacles under a LIDAR-based
obstacle avoidance (OA) algorithm. A safety analysis of the OpenDani within the
scope of OA is conducted through the inspection of the system’s sensor suite, mo-
tion algorithm, and overall wheeled robot design. In inspecting these three factors,
insight into the minimum sensor and algorithm requirements for similar MWRs is
provided. It is not sufficient to simply demonstrate successful OA execution. Con-
centrated experiments will be conducted to highlight safety concerns as they relate
to uncertainties stemming from the OpenDani design. In mobile robotics, key uncer-
tainties causing safety concerns to the robot hardware include motion uncertainty,
environmental uncertainty, and perception uncertainty. As stated in the objectives
of this work, safety concerns arising from humans is outside the scope for this study.
Motion uncertainty can be defined as a deviation in the robot drive motion
from that which was instructed or expected. For a WMR, a common source of
motion uncertainty is the wheel slip phenomenon. In the work [6], a WMR’s wheel
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speed controller error was assumed to be the dominant source of motion uncertainty.
A similar approach is adopted in this work to define the safety bumper utilized for
the OA algorithm from Chapter 5. Actuation latency is observed to be an additional
source of motion uncertainty in the OpenDani system. We aim to predict this source
of motion uncertainty away as done in [47] through a forward prediction method.
Environmental uncertainty can be described by the unexpected presence or
movement of objects within the WMRs workspace. It is common to have a pre-
mapped environment for WMR navigation. Environmental uncertainty in map-
based methods, such as path planning, increases as the real environment deviates
from the pre-mapped environment. Because the OpenDani is studied under OA of
static obstacles only, environmental uncertainty from the unknown velocities and
trajectories of dynamic obstacles is non-existent. Only the presence of static ob-
stacles in the undiscovered robot workspace contributes to the environmental un-
certainty. Noticeably, the OpenDani does not have an environment map for OA.
However, the OpenDani discovers its environment through an on-board LIDAR sen-
sor. As it turns out, for safe OA, only a portion of the environment surrounding
the OpenDani must be captured by the LIDAR sensor to reduce environmental
uncertainty to a manageable amount. To minimize environmental uncertainty for
successful collision avoidance, the LIDAR range must be set accordingly so that
OpenDani realizes the environment within a critical distance to static obstacles.
Environmental conditions for which the OpenDani cannot successfully execute OA
are briefly discussed.
Finally, perception uncertainty is determined by the accuracy of a robot’s
perception sensors or perception-based algorithms. A LIDAR sensor provides direct
distance measurements to surrounding objects. The perception uncertainty is avail-
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able through the LIDAR sensor noise specifications for the OpenDani. However,
camera-based WMR perception requires an in-depth analysis of the imaging sensor
to determine perception uncertainty. Take for example the study performed in [48]
that evaluated 10 separate RGBD sensors according to a set of metrics that consider
robot perception applications.
WMR safety has been researched through a variety of approaches. The risk
of potential collisions between a WMR and hidden dynamic obstacles is studied in
[49]. Speed constraints are placed on the vehicle according to the derived risk of
potential collisions. A time-to-collision metric is formulated in [50] to quantify the
severity of near traffic incidents.
The safety analysis presented in the following sections is structured in the
following manner. First, possible sources of motion and environmental uncertainties
are inspected individually. Methods to mitigate these uncertainties are presented,
applied, and verified through isolated experiments. In the isolated experiments,
four trials are run to express repeatability of results for each test type. The isolated
experiments serve to highlight collisions under the lack of consideration for motion
and environmental uncertainties. Only then is the OpenDani tested under the full
context of obstacle avoidance. Perception uncertainty is briefly discussed for the
OpenDani.
6.2 Evaluating System Actuation Latency
Latency, more specifically actuation latency, can contribute to undesired move-
ment in a robotic system. Actuation latency is the time delay between the instant a
control command is sent to a system and the instant that same control command is
executed. The undesired movement caused by actuation latency is often realized in
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the form of positional overshoot with respect to a target position. This overshoot is
a result of the accumulation of past control commands that have been sent within
a latency period, tlatency. These control commands have yet to be executed when
the system takes in feedback. In other words, the system does not account for any
control commands in the queue when producing future commands. All commands
will be executed for the close loop control time period, tcl.
Actuation latency was considered to be a significant factor in developing
an accurate, robot pose estimator for the famous RoboCup competition. The FU-
Fighters team developed a neural-network model to forward predict the vision-based
pose estimate for a determined latency period [47]. Overshoot behavior caused by
actuation latency is especially dangerous during OA maneuvers since the vehicle may
execute longer stopping distances than expected. If tlatency is significant or if the
vehicle is operating at high speeds, the overshoot behavior is further accentuated. By
measuring the actuation latency (tlatency) of the OpenDani system experimentally,
the detrimental overshoot behavior can be avoided.
To determine actuation latency, a sinusoidal forward velocity command signal
is sent to the OpenDani. The OpenDani wheels roll freely on a chassis dynamometer
in response to velocity commands. The velocity command signal, vcmd, and forward
velocity provided by odometry, vodom, are recorded during the experiment. Results
from the open-loop, sinusoidal input test can be seen in Figure 6.1. The phase shift
between the two signals can be taken as the best estimate of tlatency. Typically,
the difference in the zero crossings of the velocity signals can be used to find the
average tlatency. Because of stiction present at low-speeds in the low-cost motors,
it is difficult to find an accurate zero crossing. Instead, we find the tlatency by
evaluating a level crossing at about 0.2 m/s. The average tlatency across a set of
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Figure 6.1: The level crossing at which tlatency is evaluated is chosen as half the
amplitude of the OpenDani velocity command signal.
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experiments was found to be about 0.38 seconds. Using this latency period, latency
compensation is implemented on the OpenDani.
6.2.1 Latency Compensation
Latency compensation or prediction involves storing all control commands sent
to the system within the latency period. The stored commands are used to forward
predict the state of the system at t + tlatency. The forward predicted state is then
fed back into the control loop to generate appropriate control commands that con-
sider actuation latency. In the OpenDani’s case, the distance traveled along a best
chosen path is forward predicted via the stored vodom commands. To evaluate the
performance of the OpenDani before and after latency compensation, a simple 1 m
drive experiment is performed.
6.2.2 Latency Compensation Drive Test Experiment
A one meter drive experiment was deemed sufficient to assess the drive latency
for the OpenDani. The OpenDani is able to reach it’s top operational speed for this
experiment within this drive distance. In this test, the OpenDani is commanded to
drive forward for one meter. Odometry and an external AprilTag vision systems [24]
are used to measure the distance traversed by the OpenDani. The AprilTag vision
system poses advantages to odometry data as it is isolated from wheel slip. Results
indicate that the OpenDani noticeably overshoots the 1 m mark when latency com-
pensation is absent in the motion algorithm. In employing latency compensation,
the OpenDani does not overshoot the 1 m mark throughout the experiments. Table
6.1 lists both the AprilTag and odometry reported results for the 1 m drive test
under both conditions.
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Table 6.1: An external, computer-vision based measurement system is utilized to
compare against the odometry based measurements. The measured state is the
distance traversed by the OpenDani vehicle during a 1 m test.
For the trials under latency compensation, there is some slight undershoot in
reaching the 1 m target. This is evident through the average error in reaching the
target as it is negative for both the odometry and AprilTag reported values. This
can be considered a safe behavior compared to an overshooting behavior. A possible
source of undershoot for the latency compensated experiments is that, realistically,
tlatency is not a constant value for the system. Yet, an average value for tlatency
is used in these experiments. Additionally, wheel slip in the OpenDani can cause
some undershoot. The AprilTag measurement system is useful to isolate the effects
of wheel slip from the measurement. Wheel slip may also affect experiments without
latency compensation. Nevertheless, there is still consistent overshoot in the trials
lacking latency compensation. In the worst case, the OpenDani overshoots the 1
m mark by 0.133 m or 0.159 m as reported by odometry and the AprilTag system,
respectively.
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6.3 Safety Bumper Dimensions Based On Motion Un-
certainty
With actuation latency predicted away, the OpenDani design must be further
examined to identify sources of motion uncertainty. The OpenDani is currently
equipped with an OA functionality. Among OA algorithms, it is common practice to
inflate the dimensions of your environment (obstacles, walls) or of the mobile robot
itself. This provides a layer of safety to ensure that collisions do not occur when
navigating through an obstacle ridden environment. For this work, the external
dimensions of the OpenDani are inflated to create a safety bumper. Without the
use of a safety bumper, several assumptions are made. The first assumption is that
the LIDAR sensor gives perfect, noiseless observations. The second assumption is
that the mobile robot perfectly executes the hi-level velocity commands from the
OA algorithm. The second assumption includes a “no-slip” assumption.
The assumption that motion uncertainty is dominated by the performance
of the wheel velocity controller is leveraged to define the dimensions of the safety
bumper. This same assumption forms the basis for OA under motion uncertainty
presented in [6]. The controller error of both the left and right wheel velocities
are assumed to belong to a Gaussian distribution about the set-point velocity. The
work in [6] develops a multi-variate Gaussian distribution model, taking the left and
right wheel velocity control errors as the independent variables for the distribution.
This joint distribution is then used to inflate the collision areas highlighted within
a velocity input space as seen in Figure 6.2. The new velocity input space is used
to execute a Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) OA algorithm [45].
The OpenDani does not utilize DWA or a velocity input space, yet it is
still useful to examine the low-level wheel velocity controller as a source of motion
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Figure 6.2: The pre-mapped, collision area of a WMR’s environment is inflated




A critical metric that informs the OA motion algorithm about collision safety
is stopping length, lstop, defined as the length traversed by the OpenDani baselink





and the uncertainty in lstop is propagated using the uncertainty in v. The individual
wheel velocity errors obtained by studying the wheel speed controller inform the
uncertainty in v. The uncertainty in lstop serves as a guide for setting the dimensions
of the safety bumper that surround the left, right, and front sides of the OpenDani.
In order to perform uncertainty propagation, it is assumed that wheel speed
error can be described by a Gaussian distribution around the set-point velocity.
Wheel velocity errors for either wheel are defined by:
vlerror = vlreference − vlactual (6.2)
vrerror = vrreference − vractual (6.3)
To examine the wheel speed controller of the OpenDani experimentally, the wheels
are driven with a trapezoidal input profile that corresponds to the 1D-TOC velocity
profile discussed in Chapter 5. Wheel speed errors are then sampled from this veloc-
ity profile. During this experiment, the robot is placed on the chassis dynamometer
to assess repeatability and to allows access to the serial port for data logging.
The trapezoidal velocity profiles depicted in Figure 6.3 are defined using
amax, dmax, and vmax parameters used during OA execution and throughout isolated
experiments. Table 6.2 lists the values of these parameters as well as the standard
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Figure 6.3: The OpenDani’s expected velocity profile for 1D-TOC and a given
set of robot operating parameters is used to inspect the wheel speed controllers’
performance.
deviations of the left and right wheel speed control errors. The PID gains for the
left and right wheel speed controllers were individually tuned to achieve comparable
dynamic response.
Table 6.2: It is critical that wheel speed controller performance be examined for
each unique set of robot operating parameters. The standard deviations of wheel
speed controller errors are expected to vary with these operating parameters.
The standard deviation in the right and left wheel velocities are evaluated
from the wheel speed error measurements. For a series of measurements assumed
to belong to a Gaussian distribution, the standard uncertainty is the estimated
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standard deviation in the measurement. The uncertainty of the OpenDani forward
velocity, σv, can be calculated from the standard uncertainties of the left and right













The safety bumper dimensions of the OpenDani can be set according to σlstop, the
stopping length uncertainty given any set of OpenDani operational parameters. The
combined stopping length uncertainty, σlstop, is found to be about ± 0.02 m for the
set of parameters given in Table 6.2. Instead of directly adopting the σlstop value
to inflate the dimensions of the OpenDani, a coverage factor is applied to σlstop to
obtain an expanded uncertainty in lstop. The expanded uncertainty value is used to
inflate the OpenDani dimensions with a safety bumper length, b,
b = 3× σlstop . (6.6)
A coverage factor of three indicates that the true value of lstop will lie within the
lower and upper bound of lstop ± 3σlstop for 99.73% of measurements taken of lstop.
The safety bumper was set to 0.06 m for a series of collision experiments.
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6.3.1 Collision Experiments for Evaluating Safety Methods
To examine the effects of latency compensation and the inflation of the Open-
Dani dimensions via a virtual safety bumper, isolated collision experiments are per-
formed. In the collision experiments, the possible maneuvers taken by OpenDani are
a left turn, a right turn, or a straight driving move. An obstacle is placed within the
path of the OpenDani for each maneuver type and the OA functionality is tested.
The latency compensation and safety bumper settings are varied for each maneuver
type as listed in Table 6.3. Collisions are recorded for each each trial.
Table 6.3: An obstacle is placed in the OpenDani’s path for a series of maneuvers.
Then, the two compensation methods for robot motion uncertainty are added and
removed to provide various combinations.
Results from the collision experiments indicate that latency compensation is
a minimum requirement for reliable collision avoidance. This conclusion is drawn
through the observation that, despite the application of an appropriate safety bumper,
the OpenDani collides with the obstacle for all straight driving maneuver trials with-
out latency compensation. The safety bumper alone is not able to compensate for
motion uncertainty from the low-level controller and the actuation latency period.
Additionally, collisions are observed for all trials and maneuvers when both latency
compensation and a safety bumper are absent in the OA algorithm. Though latency
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compensation is determined to be a minimum safety requirement in the OpenDani
system, it is evident that reliable collision avoidance is not available through latency
compensation alone. When examining the straight driving case, multiple collisions
are observed while latency compensation is applied without a safety bumper.
The OpenDani is able to avoid collisions solely through the application of
an appropriate safety bumper when executing left and right turns. This can be
attributed to the larger safety bumper dimensions between the vertex at the front
bumper corner of the OpenDani and the vertex at the front bumper corner of the
virtual safety bumper. A combination of both an appropriate safety bumper and
latency compensation is required for safe OA operations of a WMR. There are no
collisions throughout the collision experiments when these two conditions are met.
6.4 Obstacle Avoidance Considering Motion Uncertainty
Two separate sources of motion uncertainty, actuation latency and low-level
actuator control error, have been identified. The influence of these factors on the
OpenDani’s safety have been demonstrated in isolated experiments. It is useful to
evaluate these two sources of motion uncertainty under the full context of OA. To
do so, the OpenDani is placed in an unmapped, obstacle ridden environment that is
pictured in Figure 6.4. The OpenDani uses the greedy OA algorithm described in
Chapter 5 to maneuver around the environment. A planned path is not necessary to
maneuver the space. The OpenDani’s performance during OA is simply evaluated
according to whether a collision does or does not occur. The obstacle course is fixed
throughout all OA experiments. For the obstacle course experiments, four trials are
ran per test condition. We mainly aim to demonstrate that you can effectively set
the safety parameters of the motion algorithm to influence performance safety in the
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vehicle. In a more extensive study, the number of experiments needed to provide a
level of statistical significance would need to be established.
The OA experiment is conducted for the four test conditions:
1) Latency compensation and a safety bumper determined from wheel speed
uncertainties are implemented in the motion algorithm.
2) There is no latency compensation in the system but a safety bumper de-
termined by wheel speed uncertainties is provided to the motion algorithm.
3) Latency compensation is implemented in the motion algorithm but there
is no safety bumper.
4) Neither latency compensation or a safety bumper are implemented on the
OpenDani system.
The OpenDani was able to maneuver through the obstacle ridden environ-
ment successfully, without collisions, when it’s dimensions were inflated with an
appropriate safety bumper and latency compensation was implemented for an ex-
perimentally determined tlatency. The OpenDani safely comes to a stop when it is
unable to maneuver around obstacles. The trajectories executed by the OpenDani
for the 1st test condition are shown in Figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.4: Obstacles are placed in the OpenDani’s operating environment. The
OpenDani does not have prior knowledge of obstacle locations when executing ob-
stacle avoidance.
With latency compensation disabled, the OpenDani collided with obstacles
at the end of it’s trajectory for three out of four trials. Collisions occur at the
front bumper after stop attempts. When comparing trajectories from the fully
compensated trials in Figure 6.5 to those for the trials without latency compensation
in Figure 6.6, the trajectories in the first case tend to end well before reaching any
obstacles. The trajectories in the latter figure clearly enter the gap between the two
obstacles at the top left corner of the course. The gap between these obstacles is
about 0.423 m which is concerning considering the OpenDani has a width of 0.385
m without a safety bumper. With a safety bumper, the OpenDani width is 0.505
m. Given the inflated dimensions, the OA algorithm realizes there is not enough
clearance to continue into the gap but fails to stop before a collision occurs. For
one of the trials, the OpenDani is able to successfully avoid all obstacles. Collisions
typically occur at the mentioned gap location. Stopping is the only option for safe
obstacle avoidance for this area of the course. The successful trial was observed to
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Figure 6.5: The OpenDani is deployed into the obstacle ridden space with latency
compensation and an appropriate safety bumper.
be the result of a convenient stopping turn maneuver for which the OpenDani was
able to barely miss an obstacle and avoid entering the obstacle gap. This behavior
is distinct from the intentional stopping behavior observed in the trials for test
condition one. In test condition one, the OpenDani comes to a stop well before
entering the gap of concern, in a controlled manner.
OA trials for the third test condition show similar results to those in condition
two. The OpenDani collides with obstacles for three out of four trials due to entering
a small gap between obstacles. Figure 6.7 documents the trajectories for these trials.
The OpenDani does not have inflated dimensions for condition three, which indicates
that motion uncertainty from the low-level wheel speed controller is not considered.
With an actual vehicle width of 0.423 m, passing through the narrow space at the
end of the trajectory is feasible via a perfect approach that aligns the OpenDani
center to the center of the gap. The OA algorithm could come to the conclusion
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Figure 6.6: Latency compensation is disabled in the OpenDani system. Collision
between the OpenDani and obstacles are observed.
that there is sufficient clearance to enter the gap. The absence of a planned path
and wheel speed errors contribute to not executing a perfect approach into the
gap. In test condition three, collisions typically occur through contact between the
OpenDani wheels and an obstacle.
Finally, the OpenDani is tested for test condition four. Without latency
compensation or a safety bumper, motion uncertainties are assumed to be non-
existent. It is clear from results that this is detrimental to the safe OA operations of
the OpenDani. As expected, the OpenDani collides with the obstacle course for all
condition four trials. For one instance, the OpenDani collides with a small obstacle
at the beginning of it’s journey. This obstacle is typically avoided during all other
test conditions. The short trajectory from this trial run is visible in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.7: The OpenDani dimensions are not inflated to compensate for wheel
speed controller error. Latency compensation remains enabled.
Figure 6.8: The OpenDani is operated without considering sources of motion uncer-
tainty as Latency compensation and a safety bumper are removed from the obstacle
avoidance algorithm.
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6.5 LIDAR Range Requirement From Robot Design
Characteristics
Motion uncertainties influencing the safe operation of the OpenDani have been
addressed through latency compensation and the informed inflation of the vehicle
dimensions. Additional hazards to WMR safety can be identified in examining the
relationship between the OpenDani and it’s environmental uncertainty. In the Open-
Dani, exploration of the surrounding environment is enabled through a 2D LIDAR
sensor. Sensing range and sampling rate are critical specifications that guide the
appropriate selection of a LIDAR sensor for a WMR. For the OpenDani, an analysis
is conducted to determine the minimum LIDAR range requirement (Rangemin) to
achieve a safe level of outlook for successful OA. The analysis is based on kinemat-
ics, the imposed non-holonomic constraints of the vehicle, operating parameters, and
robot dimensions. The LIDAR outlook should minimize environmental uncertainty
such that static obstacles are avoided. The field of view (FOV) requirement of the
OpenDani is briefly discussed. The FOV is the angular range that must be swept
by the LIDAR sensor at Rangemin.
It must be highlighted that the OpenDani’s LIDAR sensor is mounted on
top of it’s body, about 0.2 m off the ground. The design choice of mounting the
LIDAR on top of the body, as opposed to below or level with the body, restricts the
safe operating environment of the OpenDani. The environment should not include
low hanging obstacles or short obstacles that cannot be perceived by the LIDAR
sensor. Taller objects with a protruding, short base are especially hazardous to
OpenDani. Therefore, the environments for which LIDAR-based WMRs can safely
operate are restricted by the height of their LIDAR sensor with respect to ground.
It is important to consider LIDAR mounting location during the design process of a
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WMR. Mounting options include mounting the LIDAR at an angle (not parallel to
the ground) so that it may have more vertical coverage. However, a trade-off of this
design choice is that the LIDAR range may be shortened. An alternative is to use
multiple LIDAR sensors. The Rangemin analysis is valid for environments where
static obstacles are detectable 0.2 m above the ground. The OpenDani must perceive
obstacles from a specified distance such that there is sufficient clearance between
the vehicle dimensions and the obstacles. This distance can be expressed within the
local robot frame, and can be referred to as the critical view point. The minimum
LIDAR range requirement is set as the Euclidean distance from the LIDAR location,
(xlidar, ylidar), to the critical view point, (xview, yview),
Rangemin =
√
(xlidar − xview)2 + (ylidar − yview)2 (6.7)
All coordinates are in the baselink frame. The critical view point is found by identi-
fying a suitable clearance distance between the vehicle and obstacles through kine-
matic analysis.
The OpenDani LIDAR outlook analysis begins with the critical safety metric,
lstop, which is the distance traversed by the baselink origin after driving at vmax and
coming to a complete stop with a maximum deceleration, dmax. First, the straight
driving collision avoidance case is presented. lstop is set as the necessary clearance
distance between the vehicle’s front bumper and possible obstacles. Rangemin would
then be the Euclidean distance between (xlidar, ylidar) and the projection of the
corner points along the front bumper for a distance of lstop, (xbumper, ybumper),






If the OpenDani has yet to reach vmax, Rangemin is a conservative LIDAR range.
However, further analysis reveals that the straight driving case is not conservative
in determining the critical view point, (xview, yview),
xview 6= xbumper (6.10)
yview 6= ybumper (6.11)
To identify the critical view point, the OpenDani must be analyzed under a
series of stopping turns with varying turning radii, R. The minimum turning radius,
Rmin, is included as the lower bound of the set of radii. For the OpenDani, it was
stated in Chapter 2 that wheel velocities have been restricted to forward velocities.
This disables the OpenDani from turning about it’s own center or executing a zero-
radius turn with R = 0. For the OpenDani, Rmin has a value of 0.7 m. The
trajectory of the OpenDani during a turn is demonstrated in Figure 6.9 below.
Figure 6.9: The collision points on the OpenDani safety bumper trace circular,
virtual paths as the vehicle turns about a ICC. These points are critical for safety
analysis.
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As in the straight driving case, lstop is useful for determining the necessary
clearance distance. However, lstop is now interpreted as the arc length traced by the
baselink when executing a stopping turn with radius, R. The lstop safety metric is
converted into an angular representation, the stop angle, θstop. This is the angular
displacement of the vehicle about the ICC, (0, R), during a stopping turn, estimated





The specified clearance distance between the OpenDani and potential obstacles re-
mains as lstop but it is measured along the arc lengths traced by the inflated Open-
Dani dimensions. These tracing points are presented as collision points in Chapter
5 and are highlighted in Figure 6.10. If an object lies in between or intersects these
traced arc lengths, a collision is possible. The collision points are projected forward
given the angular displacement, θstop, for a series of turns. Their projections after
executing the various stopping turns can be seen in Figure 6.11.
The projection of the outermost collision point surpasses the projection of
the safety bumper for the straight driving case for all turns between Rmin and
Rmax. Rmax is set as 20 m for this analysis. As R approaches an infinite value, the
OpenDani exhibits straight driving behavior. In Figure 6.11, the length traced by
the outermost collision point converges towards the obstacle clearance distance for
the straight driving case.
The operating conditions and physical dimensions of the OpenDani define the
maximum arc length traced by the vehicle during an emergency stopping turn. The
outermost collision point will always trace an arc length longer than lstop. The radius
of the arc traced by the outer collision point, Rout, will always be greater than the
turning radius, R. The equation for the maximum traced arc length (lmaxarclength)
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Figure 6.10: The resultant location of the vehicle’s critical points, upon executing
a critical stopping maneuver, are demonstrated for various turning radii and the
straight driving case.
Figure 6.11: The traced path length of the outermost collision point is greatest at
the minimum turning radius allowable. This trace length converges towards the
straight driving trace length as the vehicle’s turning radius increases.
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For the condition where θstop <
π
2 , the critical view point is taken as the end point
of the outermost collision point projected along lmaxarclength ,
xview = Rout sin(θout + θstop) (6.14)
yview = R−Rout cos(θout + θstop) (6.15)
where θout is the angle between the baselink origin, the ICC, and outer collision
point on the vehicle. The analysis presented above reveals that for a differential
drive vehicle constrained to forward wheel velocities, Rangemin is established by
Rmin. At Rmin, θstop is at its greatest value. As θstop increases within the range
[0, π2 ], so does Rangemin.
The FOV requirement of the OpenDani is reduced in comparison to a dif-
ferential drive robot that is able to maneuver backwards. The FOV must always
encompass the collision points defined by the OpenDani dimensions. The FOV must
span the angular range of [−π2 ,
π
2 ] when the LIDAR is aligned with the wheel axis.
As the LIDAR is mounted ahead of the wheel axis, the minimum FOV range in-
creases. As the LIDAR is mounted behind the wheel axis, the minimum FOV range
decreases.
6.5.1 A Practical Application of the Minimum LIDAR Range Re-
quirement
The analysis presented above assumes that the OpenDani observes obstacles
as soon as they penetrate the LIDAR FOV. This is only true if the LIDAR sensor
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is continuously observing. Truly, the OpenDani observes its environment with the






Consider the instance where the LIDAR makes an observation such that an object is
merely outside the FOV. The OpenDani will continue traveling with some forward
velocity, v, between sampling periods. To account for the discrete LIDAR sam-
pling, the distance traversed between sampling periods, dobs, must be augmented to
the lstop clearance distance utilized in the analysis above. It is assumed that the
OpenDani is at vmax when calculating dobs,
dobs = tlidar × vmax. (6.17)
The minimum LIDAR range requirement must consider dobs to account for
the discrete sampling scenario. Rangemin is best found by using the conservative
clearance distance, lproject, to project the collision points for both the straight driving
case and the turning case, i.e.,
lproject = lstop + dobs (6.18)
6.6 Verification of Minimum LIDAR Range Require-
ment
To verify the Rangemin analysis, collision avoidance experiments were con-
ducted similarly to the experiments conducted for investigating the effects of mo-
tion uncertainties. A straight driving collision avoidance test is conducted. The
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second collision avoidance test inspects the outer collision corner of the robot when
executing a stopping turn at Rmin. The OpenDani LIDAR range was varied across
collision experiments. The proposed, safe minimum LIDAR range requirement,
Rangemin, accounts for the clearance distance given a 6.8 Hz LIDAR sampling rate
and lstop. The LIDAR range, Rangesim assumes continuous observations instead.
With continuous LIDAR observations, any possible obstacles are detected at the
very instant that they enter the LIDAR’s FOV. This is not true in practical situa-
tions since LIDAR observations are discrete with a sampling rate, flidar. For this
reason, it is expected that some collisions occur at the Rangesim observation range.
Finally, Rangesub is an unsafe LIDAR range that does not grant the OpenDani
sufficient LIDAR lookout for successful obstacle avoidance. Collisions are expected
for experiments at Rangesub. The Rangesim and Rangemin LIDAR range values for
each collision test case were found according to the OpenDani operating parameters
presented in Table 6.4.
Table 6.4: The OpenDani operating parameters correspond to the values utilized for
LIDAR range analysis and the drive characteristics provided to the vehicle’s motion
algorithm during obstacle course experiments.
For the Rangesub value of the straight driving collision test case, 90% of the
Rangesim value for the same test case is used. This ensures that the LIDAR range
is unsafe for OA. By adopting the Rangemin value from the straight driving case
as the Rangesub value of the turning case, the claim that the straight driving case
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is not conservative in finding the true value of Rangemin is verified. Table 6.5 lists
the relevant LIDAR ranges used throughout experiments.
Table 6.5: A separate set of LIDAR ranges are examined for the straight driving
and minimum turning radius stopping maneuver.
Latency compensation and a suitable safety bumper are applied to the Open-
Dani as discussed in the beginning of this chapter. An obstacle is placed about 1
m in front of the OpenDani for the straight driving collision avoidance test. The
OpenDani is only allowed to avoid objects along a straight path. Results from
the experiment are listed in Table 6.6. The OpenDani successfully avoids obstacles
for all trials when the LIDAR range is set at Rangemin. Recall that this LIDAR
range considers the distance traversed by the vehicle between the LIDAR sampling
period. For the straight driving case, the LIDAR range that assumes continuous
LIDAR sampling, Rangesim, collides into obstacles for two of the four of experi-
mental trials. This further highlights the necessity to adapt to the practical case of
obtaining discrete LIDAR observations for a WMR.
The setup for collision avoidance experiments during an Rmin turn places
an obstacle along the circular path traced by the outermost collision point of the
vehicle. The set up is observed in Figure 6.12, The obstacle is intentionally placed
so that it does not lie along the paths traced by the other collision points. This
allows the OpenDani to only detect the object as a front type object. Any collisions
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Table 6.6: Isolated collision experiments for a variety of OpenDani LIDAR Ranges
support the LIDAR range analysis that determines Rangemin.
are expected to occur at the outermost collision point.
Figure 6.12: For the Rmin collision experiment, the test obstacle is placed in the
path of the outermost collision point but not in the path of the other collision points.
Collisions were not observed for a LIDAR range value of either Rangesim
or Rangemin during the Rmin avoidance turn experiments. Similarly to experimen-
tal results from Section 6.3.1, the turning avoidance maneuver seems to encounter
less collisions than the straight driving avoidance maneuver. This is likely because
the safety bumper at the front corner of the vehicle is inflated at a greater normal
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distance with respect to the actual corner of the OpenDani. During the turn ex-
periments, it is observed that the Rangemin LIDAR range value results in a larger
clearance gap between the vehicle and obstacles upon completing the avoidance ma-
neuver. As expected, consistent collisions are seen across all trials for both collision
test types when the LIDAR range is set to an unsafe value, Rangesub. Recall that the
Rangesub value for the turning avoidance maneuver is equivalent to the Rangemin
value for the straight driving case. For this range, all four turning avoidance trials
see the OpenDani collide into the obstacles at the outermost corner of the vehicle.
This confirms that the straight driving case is not conservative in finding Rangemin.
The Rmin stopping turn condition sets the final Rangemin value.
6.7 Obstacle Avoidance with Varying Environmental Un-
certainty
The predicted outcomes for collision avoidance performance were verified for a
variety of LIDAR range values within isolated collision experiments . The OpenDani
must be examined in a realistic OA scenario. The environmental uncertainty of the
OpenDani is reduced as the LIDAR range and FOV increases. Since the FOV of the
vehicle is fixed, the environmental uncertainty can be varied by adjusting the LIDAR
range. LIDAR range and environmental uncertainty have an inverse relationship. A
greater LIDAR range reduces environmental uncertainty. To investigate the impact
of LIDAR range on successful OA execution, the OpenDani is once again placed
into the obstacle course depicted in Figure 6.4. The obstacle course experiments are
performed for three distinct LIDAR ranges.
Each LIDAR range used for the obstacle course experiments is a measure of
the OpenDani’s environmental uncertainty. The first LIDAR range, Rangeunsafe,
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represents an environmental uncertainty that is troublesome for the OpenDani.
Rangeunsafe is set to the Rangesub value of the straight driving case. The OpenDani
is expected to perceive too little of its environment to safely execute OA. Next, a
viable amount of environmental uncertainty is chosen by setting the LIDAR range
to Rangemin for the conservative Rmin turning case. Lastly, the LIDAR range is
set to be about double that of Rangemin. This represents a level of environmental
uncertainty that is significantly reduced from the safe, baseline amount.
Upon setting the LIDAR range value toRangeunsafe, collisions with obstacles
occur in all four trials. The vehicle pushes through the first obstacle it encounters
and continues on its trajectory before colliding with a second obstacle. In one
instance, the vehicle collides with a third obstacle. The trajectories of the OpenDani
during these experiments are illustrated in Figure 6.13.
Figure 6.13: The OpenDani collides with the obstacle when it’s LIDAR range is set
to Rangesub for the straight driving case.
While the LIDAR range is set to the suggested minimum requirement value,
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Rangemin, the vehicle defaults to a stopping behavior for all trials. The OpenDani
has sufficient room to detour around the first obstacle it encounters. Nonetheless,
it continues to drive up to the first obstacle before executing an emergency stop.
There are no collisions observed throughout these trials. In one instance, a small
turning attempt is made before the vehicle comes to a stop. The short trajectories
are visible in Figure 6.14. Though the OpenDani has enough LIDAR outlook to
avoid collisions with obstacles, the environmental uncertainty is great enough to
affect the OA performance of the OpenDani. Recall the scoring function presented
in Chapter 5 is used to choose a best path from a set. The degraded performance is
a result of the invariability across the free path length (fpl) and clearance sub-scores
determined for each path in the set. With the LIDAR Range value at Rangemin,
the clearance and fpl factors are not likely to vary due to the sparsity of the point
cloud used to calculate these factors. The OA algorithm is inclined to choose the
straight forward path as a result of the distance to goal factor being dominant in the
path scoring function. The goal is set as a “hanging carrot” goal directly in front
of the vehicle, making the straight forward path the highest scoring path. Since
Rangemin is the shortest possible LIDAR range value, a stop action is induced on
the system as soon as obstacles penetrate the LIDAR FOV.
To improve the performance of the OpenDani, the environmental uncertainty
is further reduced by setting the LIDAR range to 1 m. This value is more than double
the value of Rangemin determined from the operating parameters of the OpenDani.
An improvement in OA performance is exemplified by the longer, collision-free tra-
jectories of the vehicle plotted in Figure 6.15. The OpenDani successfully maneuvers
around the obstacle course before safely coming to a stop for all four trials.
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Figure 6.14: Though the OpenDani does not collide with the obstacle course when
the LIDAR range is set to Rangemin for the Rmin stopping case, the OA performance
is degraded.
Figure 6.15: The OpenDani is able to maneuver throughout the obstacle course with
improved performance when the LIDAR range is set to about double the minimum
LIDAR range requirement for safe collision avoidance.
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6.7.1 On Perception Uncertainty
The OpenDani’s perception uncertainty is characterized by the noise level of
the RPLIDAR A1M8 LIDAR sensor. In particular, the range measurement error
is of interest. The sensor returns distance values to objects surrounding the robot
with a measurement resolution of 0.0005 m. The angular resolution of the sensor is
1◦. For this study, the LIDAR sensor’s range error was assumed to be compensated
for in the coverage factor used in the motion uncertainty analysis.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, a redesign of a WMR was completed to elevate the level of auton-
omy of a previous design. The new WMR design maintained a low-cost, accessible
design through the use of open-source software and plug-and-play sensors. An on-
board, Raspberry Pi 4 Linux computer served as a simple sensor interfacing platform
that allowed the OpenDani to become an entirely self-contained WMR. A design
comparison between the OpenDani and Dani was performed by analyzing each de-
sign’s ability to support the root autonomous capabilities of an unmanned system
as defined by NIST. The OpenDani was placed in an obstacle course environment
to demonstrate the increased autonomy. The OpenDani successfully executes online
obstacle avoidance within the un-mapped obstacle course whereas the older vDani
design was not capable of such a feat.
Furthermore, a safety analysis of the OpenDani under an obstacle avoid-
ance functionality was conducted to verify sources of uncertainty in the WMR that
present safety concerns to robot hardware. Methods to compensate for two identified
motion uncertainty sources, system actuation latency and low-level wheel speed con-
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troller error, were presented. The latency compensation and safety bumper applied
to the motion algorithm were found to be necessary for safe and reliable OA. The
environmental uncertainty in the OpenDani was found to be related to the LIDAR
sensor’s range. A kinematic-based analysis of the OpenDani was introduced to de-
termine the minimum LIDAR range requirement for the OpenDani. The minimum
LIDAR requirement (Rangemin) is calculated for a unique set of OpenDani oper-
ating parameters. The Rangemin is experimentally validated to be a safe LIDAR
range for OA but it is revealed that it is not ideal for OA performance.
In identifying sources of either motion, environmental, or perception uncer-
tainty, the OpenDani safety analysis is approached in a general manner. The hope
is that a similar framework can be used to asses the safety of other WMR types.
Future work can further asses the effects of sampling rate on the environmental
uncertainty within a WMR similar to OpenDani. This can be studied by directly
controlling the LIDAR sensor’s scan rate during obstacle avoidance. Additionally,
motion plans from path planners have a significant influence on robot motion. By
integrating a path planner into the OpenDani system, the safety of the planned path
can be assessed according to a set of metrics (e.g., the proximity to obstacles). Still,
the motion uncertainty in following the planned path is dependent on the low-level
wheel speed controller performance.
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